
WHEN WRITING AN EMAIL WHAT IS CC

Option 2. Add Cc: this means Add carbon copy, or copy this letter to the following addresses. Anyone can see who you
sent this email to.

Use To for people that the message directly affects, and that you require action from. Option 2. Email etiquette
says that the people you keep in the CC field are not expected to take any action or reply to the message. Share
Tweet When you send an email to a number of people, should you put the addresses in the 'TO:', 'Cc', or 'Bcc'
field? You then CC other interested parties so they can have their own copy of the email. When sending to a
large list When you are sending an email to your mailing list , for example, you put their addresses in the BCC
field. The BCC field is used when you want to send an email to multiple recipients but do not want any of
them to know about the other people you have sent them to. What now? BCC has more solid uses. It allows
you to make the receiver aware that other people know what is going on in case you want them to take the
content more seriously, or treat it as more important or urgent. This lets the others know who is involved in the
conversation and people who've just been Cc'd or BCc'd. In other words, the BCC recipients cannot be part of
the future communications on the mail thread and if you want them to, you need to forward each mail to them
separately. Due to Data Protection laws, particularly in the EU, letting recipients see each other's email
addresses when sending out bulk emails can be considered a data breach. The CC and BCC functions are
actually email sending best practices features you should be using if you send emails to more than one
recipient. If you are sending the same email to multiple people, it gets a bit more complicated. Of course, you
can continue to BCC Jake on future emails or forward him a copy of the reply. So I emailed them all Cc ,
asking whether they had been receiving my regular blog alerts. You would put two pieces of paper in a
typewriter at the same time, with a piece of carbon paper in between the pages. CC and BCC are both ways of
sending copies of an email to additional people. CCing other parties also makes it clear to all involved that the
email has been seen by everyone. Protecting privacy: it's not wise to share people's addresses without their
permission. So I will carry on sending blog alerts into the ether.


